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We are pleased to announce that PhpStorm 2018.2.8 is the final release of PhpStorm 2018.2. For the
next year, we will be focused on extending and improving the IDE, increasing the performance of the
editor, and making the PhpStorm experience more personal. StarterKits are by far PhpStorms most

unique feature. They come with a large set of useful feature-rich extensions out-of-the-box.
PhpStorms starter kit for Laravel provides a range of ready-to-use packages for every possible facet
of the Laravel framework. You get the power of PhpStorm to take your Laravel projects to the next

level in no time. It is a free extension and can be installed from within the IDE. For more details,
download the starterkit, and read the documentation to get started. This is a great way to learn the
PHP IDE features. In PhpStorm 2018.2.8 we provided you with the ability to quickly navigate to any

class definition, method parameters or function parameters in the files in your workspace. If you find
yourself getting lost when navigating to a class in the panel and the code around it is black, now you

can see it right away, much like in Ctrl+Click. We have also implemented a plugin event listener,
which allows to integrate an external tool into PhpStorm. Our long-standing #WI-6731 recently got
closed by the compiler team, and in this release we can finally say that we are going to ship it. The
Event Listener works by listening for an internal event, that is emitted when a particular project is

loaded. If the environment configuration for PHP is satisfied, the IDE will either register the project or
open a console and compile it for you.
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The reload PHP files action in
PhpStorm was inspired by the
reload changesets feature in
Git. It allows you to quickly
reload a file (just the file) or

the whole project. The action is
enabled by default. Activating
it will show a tooltip when you

hover over a changed files. The
file's changes are added to a
list, so you can easily switch

among them. Its a basic REST
Client in PhpStorm. For the

most part, its just a fancy REST
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Client. But weve also taken the
time to significantly improve it,
so you can start using it much
faster. Its been updated from

the ground up, so expect quite
some improvements. The

React.js extension for
PhpStorm was developed in the
context of the 2019.3 release.
It allows you to quickly create

and run React.js web
applications from within

PhpStorm, as well as debug
them, execute components of
the application, and create a

debugger breakpoints. It works
with typesafe React via Flow
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and TypeScript support, so you
can use the super great IDE

and its autocomplete and code
assistance tools to develop

React.js applications. In theory,
a developer could develop a

server-side backend and then
use PhpStorm's React.js

extension to generate his next
app. Generated applications
can be run/debugged directly
in PhpStorm. Extension can

work both with the Webstorm
IDE or the standalone

PhpStorm. A new React.js
project template was

developed and published, for
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the developer's convenience.
In the last years, weve added a

couple of new file types to
PhpStorm: Jar Files, and JAR

Files. They represent a cross-
platform way to pack

executable and archive files
(JAR, WAR, EAR, etc). You can
open them from the IDE, for
example, and run them right

away. You can also use the IDE
to pack files for another

platform, and let them be
packed for another platform

from the IDE, e.g. Maven.
5ec8ef588b
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